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The transport system has a crucial role in economic and social processes. In emergency 

conditions, a resilient infrastructure has to keep supply chains active through mobilising 

people and goods. Accordingly, administrations are increasingly using tools such as 

decision support systems to assist decisionmakers through the evolution of crisis 

phenomena. The most modern decision support systems will have a modular structure, 

where acquisition and analysis layers must be recursive. Moreover, innovative solutions 

let to employ a wide range of data acquired through information and communication 

technologies and sources of information provided by volunteers. This trend makes real-

time information and monitoring a cornerstone to allow decision-makers to implement 

plans considering the transport system’s current conditions and the emergency phases. 

Thus, the present paper aims to provide a brief critical analysis of the approaches and 

models developed, highlighting the progress made and their limitations. Finally, the 

proposal for a general and flexible architecture is outlined; it allows the public 

administration to approach emergencies by extending the decision-making phases to the 

various professionals involved in the resolution for a specific instance, thus evaluating the 

system’s optimum solutions in managing: the evacuation process; resources allocation and 

displacement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Extreme natural (rains and floods, hurricanes, 

earthquakes, …), man-made events (accidents, terrorist 

attacks breakdowns, …) as well as everyday activities in urban 

areas (construction sites, road construction sites, shipping and 

transport of special waste and dangerous goods) may represent 

a source of risk. Therefore, the public administrations, to limit 

as much as possible risk exposure associated with direct 

consequences and side effects generated by such events, have 

introduced emergency decision management (EDM) plans and 

decision support systems (DSS) tools in line with the so-called 

logical framework approach for a comprehensive planning 

process [1]. 

To draw up an emergency plan, risk analysis and key 

performance indicators represent flexible instruments for 

academics and analysts who want to evaluate an objective 

threshold and identify if the losses (human lives and monetary 

costs) could be acceptable or not [2, 3]. Risk evaluation in 

transport systems [4] aims to identify and analyse risks 

understanding the priorities for intervention to elaborate 

strategic actions to contain or mitigate the disruptive effects. 

Risk has been defined in international literature as the product 

of three components [5]: the probability of occurrence (P), the 

vulnerability of the system (V) and the exposure of people and 

goods present in the system (E). According to the nature of the 

event, the risk factor reduction may be implemented through 

prevention measures (work on probability); or protection 

measures to reduce magnitude (both on vulnerability and 

exposure). Moreover, authors as highlighted the possibility of 

limiting exposure through evacuation operating on the: 

transport system demand [6]; evacuation plans in emergency 

conditions [7], as well as on logistics operations (placing 

inventory management, rescue vehicles and teams) increasing 

both response and recovery phases. Furthermore, the transport 

system analysis in emergency conditions requires the 

identification of the process (emergency strategy) to be 

followed to reduce the effects that limit network operating 

conditions [8, 9]. Thus, analysts who deal with emergencies 

draw up an appropriate evacuation plan share between natural 

(i.e., seismic, hydro-geological, volcanic, …) or anthropic 

disasters (i.e., accident with dangerous goods, nuclear 

event, …), their spatial and temporal effects: which could be 

punctual or diffuse; immediate or delayed (each risk 

component may be associated to a reference period, which 

ranges from some years to few seconds); and the effect on the 

transport system, which can be on the demand, network and 

demand - network interaction components. Many authors dealt 

with emergency conditions both in the preventive and post-

catastrophe phases, and some guidelines have been drawn up 

[10-12]. Even scenarios and tools for the mobilization of 

emergency teams were broadly applied in ‘what if’ or ‘what 

to’ case studies in planning or verifying the evacuation policies 

in urban areas subject to disasters [13-18]. 

To date, technological innovation, the introduction of open-

source geo-referenced data and the widespread diffusion of 

individual mobile devices with data connection represent a 

guide and an ally that enables the opportunity to control and 
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interpret emergency scenarios. Moreover, the information and 

communication technology (ICT) and DSS, in general, 

represent an effective tool to improve evacuations 

performance during tests and simulations conditions [19]. The 

present work is part of a collection of papers dealing with 

different aspects of risk analysis in emergency conditions. The 

dynamic approach for demand analysis is reported in reference 

[20], an approach for network design is analysed in reference 

[21], the emerging ICT for transport networks are deepened in 

reference [22], the planning operations for risk reduction are 

reported in reference [23]. 

Some clues and questions have been fixed at the basis of our 

proposal: 

 

•How can the risk be reduced by employing urban 

evacuation; 

•How transportation system model (TSM) interact with 

information technology systems (ITS) during emergency; 

•How to organize a DSS to address an increasing recovery; 

•How can citizens become a key part of the overall process; 

•How to provide to evacuees the best social knowledge 

about safe destinations and routes. 

 

As stated in reference [24] the present work consists in 

underpinning strengths and drawbacks for developed DSS, 

and in line with the previous set of questions, proposes the 

integration of tools and modules to create a flexible evacuation 

framework. Section 2 reports an overview of DSS systems and 

their main features; Section 3 is dedicated to the literature 

review on the methods and models of the developed tools. 

Section 4 is dedicated to suggestions and future development 

for a web DSS, focused on geographical information systems 

(GIS); its technology and mobile tools to highlight possible 

and desired optimal extension to be implemented into spatial 

decision support systems (SDSS) to achieve a more general 

and flexible instrument. Section 5 offers some suggestions and 

considerations on the debate. 

 

 

2. STATE OF THE ART 

 

In this paragraph, DSS will be introduced, starting with an 

overview of their conceptual evolution, the essential elements, 

functions and use. Historically, emergency analyses have been 

conducted following two approaches: optimization and 

simulation. The former represents evacuees as a homogeneous 

entity, neglecting individual behaviour and the exchange of 

information with the environment. The evacuation process is 

formalized by employing a mathematical model based on fluid 

mechanics principles, whose solution is sought by calibrating 

the parameters so that the function argument is minimized or 

maximized. Simulation models follow a more realistic 

approach and go further into the macroscopic aspects, such as 

evacuation time or average capacity/density for an arc, also 

simulating evacuees’ route choices. Moreover, the interest in 

evacuees’ behaviour became a relevant task. It emerged how 

it could deviate far from the mathematical approximations [25]. 

Also, Vorst [26] focused on user behaviour, highlighting, as 

well as in references [27, 28] how agent behaviours and 

psychological parameters are too often not evaluated. 

In the 1980s and 1990s, the limited availability of geo-

referenced data and the almost total absence of computerized 

data technologies severely limited the development of DSS 

within the boundaries of operational research; the prominent 

examples were related to the nuclear disasters of Three Hill 

(USA, 1979) and Chernobyl (Ukraine, 1986), and the analyses 

generally focused on the calibration for deterministic models 

[29, 30]. However, since the beginning of the 21st century, a 

greater sensitivity to internal security problems and 

management, together with the liberalization of GPS data and 

geo-information, has allowed faster progress of the workflow 

on DSS and, as stated by various authors [31-33], the 

technologies supported by Web and Mobile as well as the 

integration for methodologies that support the use of Artificial 

Intelligence or interactive graphic interfaces, geoprocessing 

tools and geo-computerized systems represent the frontiers to 

be explored. 

An exhaustive definition of the use and purpose of DSS can 

be found in reference [34]: ‘decision support systems’ (DSSs) 

have been developed to assist authorities and respective 

stakeholders into taking optimal decisions that will reduce the 

exposure of people and systems to disasters’ risks”. It 

represents an interactive system that provides the decision-

maker with a multi-level tool for decision support and 

emergency management: 

 

•using data and mathematical models; 

•solving different types of problems; 

•with the primary purpose of offering effective solutions 

rather than efficient ones. 

To do this, the essential elements that a DSS [35] must have 

are (Figure 1): 

•a database capable of managing geo-referenced data (Data 

System and Knowledge Engine); 

•a mathematical model that simulates decision-making 

processes (Model System); 

•a graphical interface that assists both the user and the 

decision-maker (User Interface). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Generic architecture for a DSS 

 

Up to date, the primary goal for a general DSS architecture 

(its essential components and functionalities) in the domain of 

ITS and internet of things (IoT) consist in capturing an 

incoming event to cope with and its effects on the transport 

systems to account for the communication between the various 

stakeholders; facilitate the state of alert; access archived and 

updated data; reveal and update the system status; possess 

quantitative and qualitative measures to evaluate the choice 

also providing information or routing solutions. Even-thought 

several proposals have been developed in the literature [36-38], 

volunteered geographic information (VGI), ICT and data 

stream as well as communication and coordination among 

different data protocols and decision-makers still represent an 

open questions and the present work wants to provide a debate 

on it. 
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3. OVERVIEW ON DSS AND TRANSPORTATION 

MODELS 

 

The following paragraph offers an overview of some 

developed DSS tools and transportation models applied to 

evacuation problems. It focuses on architecture, components 

and analysis techniques usually applied. Thus covering the 

evolution of some of the prevalent DSSs, transport network 

models integrated as sub-model into the simulations process 

(model system) and emergency management solutions applied 

to mitigate risk. 

Starting from the preliminary architecture presented in 

Figure 1. Tables 1 and 2 highlight some tools and full DSS 

developed differentiating them from the input/output layer, 

and modules integrated. 

 

 

Table 1. Traditional tools and DSS classification 

 
Reference [Input]/[Output] Model system User interface Database & ITS funct. Disaster type Info supply 

NETVACl [39] [AZ, CD, D] Macro Analytic Static Generic - 
 [ET, RC, TF]  DM -   

ClEAR [40] [AZ, H, TD, CD] Macro Analytic Static Nuclear EP 

 [ET, EE, TF]  DM -   
MASSVAC [41] [AZ, TD, CD] Macro Analytic Static Hurricane - 

 [ET, TF, RC]  DM -   

IRIMS [42] [TD, RN] Meso Graphic Multiple Hazard - 
 [ET, TF]  DM - Substance  

SNEM [43, 44] [GIS, TD ND] Meso Graphic Dynamic Human  

 [ET, TF, RC]  DM VMS, AS Induced  
TEDDS [45] [AZ, TD, ND] Macro Graphic Disaster Generic Shelter 

 [ET, TF, RC, PC]  DM info   
OREMS [46] [GIS, H, TD, RN] Meso Graphic Static Hurricane - 

 [ET, V, TF]  DM -   

CEMPS [47] [AZ, DD, TD, ND] Micro Graphic Dynamic Human EP 
 [ET, RC]  DM GIS induced shelter 

Urbanik [48] [AZ, H, CD] Macro Analytic Static Generic - 

 [ET, RC, TF]  DM -   
Barret et al. [49] [AZ, H, ND, TD, DD] Macro Graphic Dynamic Hurricane EP 

 [ET, PC, SO]   VMS, GPS RT  

EVAC risk [33,50] [GIS, AZ, DD, ND] Macro Graphic Static - EP 
 [V, risk map]  DM    

IMDAS [51] [TD, RN] Micro Graphic Multiple Hurricane - 

 [ET, TF]   -   
Cova et al. [52] [GIS, TD, DD] Micro Graphic Dynamic - EP 

 [TT, RC]      

Dynasmart [53] [AZ, GIS, TD, DD] Meso Graphic Static Human - 

 [TF, SO, RC]  DM - Induced  

Note: =AZ = area zoning, CD = census data, D = demand, DM = analyst, ET = evacuation time, ET = evacuation/clearance time, EV = evacuee, H = hazard, HB = 

human behaviour, macro = macroscopic, meso = mesoscopic, micro = microscopic, ND = network data, RC = road capacity, SD = sensors, SO = system optimum, 

TD = traffic data, TF = traffic flow, TT = travel time, V = vulnerability, VMS = variable message system. 

 

Table 2. Innovative tools and DSS classification 
 

Ref. [Input]/[Output] Model system User interface Database & ITS funct. Disaster type Info supply 

Mitsimlab [54] [TD, ND] Micro Graphic Dynamic Man-made Route 

 [TF, RC]   VMS, AS   

GIERS [56] [GIS, H, d-TD] Meso Graphic Real-time Human Route 

 [ET, TF]  DM, EV AS, Induced  

MRAC [57] [GIS, TD, D] Meso Graphic Real-time Flood  

 [ET, TM, SO]   Dynamic   

STEMS [58] [AZ, TD, ND] Macro Analytic Dynamic Flood Route 

 [ET, EP]   VMS, AS  EP 

EVA-Q [59, 60] [ND, TD, D] Meso Analytic Dynamic Flood Route 

 [ET, TF, HB]   VMS  Shelter 

GIWETES [61] [GIS, AZ, TD, ND] RM Graphic Dynamic Tsunami Flood 

 [V, SO] SA DM, EV VMS, AS  Shelter 

DTA [62] [GIS, D, ND] Meso Graphic Real-time Various EP 

 [ET, RC]   Various  Route 

ICDMS [63] [cloud] Macro Graphic Real-time Various Shelter 

 [ET, RC]  DM, EV VGI, AS, V2x  Route 

Yu et al. [64] [GIS, AZ, TD, ND] Micro Graphic Dynamic Man-made Route 

 [ET, TF, TT]   VMS, AS  Shelter 

Schnebele et al. [65] [cloud, ND] RM Graphic Real-time Flood Route 

 [V, RCD] SA DM RSU, VGI, AS  Shelter 

GIS-SM [66] [GIS, ND, TD] RM Graphic Real-time Tsunami Route 

 [V] SA DM, EV RSU, VGI, AS  EP 

AGORA-DS [67] [cloud] Macro Graphic Real-time Various Speed 

 [ET, HI, V]  DM RSU, VGI, AS  Route 

Burris et al. [68] [ND, TD] NICTA Graphic Real-time Hurricane Route 

 [TF, ET]  DM VMS  Flows 
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IDSS [69] [GIS] RM Graphic Real-time Various Rescue 

 [RCD, RC, V] SA DM OSM, VGI  Shelter 

OFRM [70] [Web-dss] ORS Graphic Real-time Flood CI 

 [AI, CI] SA DM OSM, VGI  Route 

EVAC sys [71] [ND, TD] Meso DM, EV dynamic Flood Shelter 

 [ET, TT, RC]   RSU, VGI  Route 

A-RESCUE [72] [GIS, ND] Meso Graphic Dynamic Hurricane - 

 [ET, TT, PC, HB]  DM AS   

IWEDSS [73] [Historical, Web] Meso Graphic Dynamic Fire EP 

 [V, SO]  DM, EV VGI, RSU   

MC-SDSS [74] [GIS, ND, TD] AHP Graphic Dynamic Various TNP 

 [V, RC, AI] SA DM AS   

SIPAT [75] [GIS, ND] AHP Graphic Dynamic Tsunami TNP 

 [V, RC, AI] SA DM AS   

Note: AI = accessibility index, AS = areal sensor, AZ = area zoning, CI= critical infrastructure, D = demand, DM = analyst, EP = emergency planning, EP = 

evacuation performance, ET = evacuation/clearance time, EV = evacuee, H = hazard, HB = human behaviour, HI = hazard Index, macro = macroscopic, meso = 

mesoscopic, micro = microscopic, ND = network data, ORS = Open route Service API, RC = road capacity, RCD = road condition damage, RM = risk map, RSU 
= road-side units, SA = spatial analysis, SD = sensors, SO = system optimum, TD = traffic data, TF = traffic flow, TNP = transport network performance, TT = 

travel time, V = vulnerability, VMS = variable message system. 

 

As reported in Table 1 first attempt to deal with emergency 

conditions consisted in the creation of TSM tools where the 

potential risk area is defined as a prior (emergency planning 

zone (EPZ)), typical for large-scale evacuations and long-term 

planning activities. In this, what-if scenario simulations are the 

basis for emergency preparation and response stages, and the 

static approach is used for the determination of optimal 

solutions in case of emergency [39, 40, 46, 48, 54]. Also, the 

critical cluster model [33], or the solution offered in [50, 55], 

even if integrated with geo-referred data and the TSM models, 

do not cope with real-time data nor possess a communication 

system with external sensors and collaborative systems. It 

emerges how these systems are thought for what-if scenarios 

and to analyse past events. Thus a significant limitation for 

many of these modules is their static nature; the impossibility 

of interfacing these with a real-time data source or exchanging 

information with external servers; even more, they do not let 

to perform behavioural aspects for the evacuees. 

To date, new technologies enabled the possibility of 

introducing a DSS capable of combining the mathematical 

model, the spatial component and the information technology 

(through information standardization and real-time data 

activity). The current wide impulse of such applications 

brought researchers and analysts to review the opportunities 

and drawbacks of the information domain [76-78]. Thus 

valuing new sources and repositories connected with big data 

[79], open data as Open Street Map (OSM) [80-82] and 

collaborative systems [83-85]. As an example, the role of 

collaborative systems integrated in GIS environment is at the 

basis of the Open Flood Risk Map (OFRM) system [86, 87]. It 

integrates all modules of DSS, and the solution for the route 

service, according to various criteria, may be visualized 

utilizing graphical output. Anyway, it is not possible to inform 

evacuees directly via mobile. 
 

 

4. PROPOSAL FOR A SPATIAL DECISION SUPPORT 

SYSTEM 

 

So far, we focused our synopsis on the architecture 

associated with DSS and the simulation processes carried out 

by the analysis sub-models. Many DSS have been developed 

to respond to specific needs anyway since disasters can 

generally trigger side effects; this limitation tends to have a 

substantial impact on the effectiveness. Moreover, it has been 

evident that many of the models developed so far have a more 

empirical or evaluation nature. Although included among the 

DSS, they perform a more qualitative and informative task on 

disasters without providing a practical tool capable of 

supporting the decision-maker in real-time situations and 

response analysis. Moreover, information technology and 

open standard are, till today, novel frontiers into EDM 

activities [24]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Essential sub-models into novel DSS 

 

Thus, the current survey has shown the essential 

cornerstones in a SDSS: the knowledge engine that is the core 

of the system, the information system (database) with access 

to internal and external data and information; the model 

system tool for simulation and analyses that may comprise 

different criteria and groups of decision-makers, the graphical 

interface for reports and graphics for quick and intuitive 

control of the process and a delivery system. Thus as a further 

specification of the general architecture presented in Figure 1, 

the main modules that, in our opinion, a SDSS should possess 

are reported in Figure 2. 
 

4.1 Proposal and general architecture 

 

As stated, novel DSSs should assist decision-makers in all 

phases of the emergency; this implies a complex and recursive 

workflow, and in it, the integration of different sub-models 

will result in a general system based on a geo-computerized 

environment. This kind of DSS will result in a composition of 

blocks and servers, comprised of databases and repositories 

equipped with external sensors, internal geo-database and the 

simulation matching system feeding their data, as well a 
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graphical and video interface to visualize the information and 

configure the decision support information. 

The main features are as follows: 

Monitoring: the system should provide information on 

current external conditions both utilizing areal and remote 

sensors, roadside units and information from citizens, who 

freely choose to collaborate. 

Archive/repository: a GIS repository to archive past events, 

their effects and adopted solutions as well as ordinary traffic 

conditions. 

Hazard: the DSS should be able to deal with different 

phenomena, the preventive introduction to a different class of 

problems enables the user repositories and alert the proper 

decision-makers teams to collaborate. 

Perturbation: a simulation sub-models that take 

information from the repository and analyse past emergencies, 

introducing information about potential effects and losses with 

current traffic conditions under a pre-ordered plan. 

Potential Damages: these sub-modules communicate with 

the perturbation module and cope with geographical and time 

effects to simulate the area interested by the incoming 

phenomenon. The same also lets the analyst to know people 

displacement and critical infrastructures. 

Scenario: this module evaluates potential damages from the 

previous step and sent charge all the information to the 

decision-makers to evaluate strategies, accounting on 

available resources. 

Strategies: it represents the core of the scenery level, it is 

equipped with a TSM and interfaced with the assignment 

model to evaluate exposure for each strategy, also letting 

separate groups of analysts to work on their specific task as a 

result for this sub-module the decision-makers obtain 

exposure indexes, the same will be passed to the MCA solver 

to evaluate if strategies can be feasible or not. 

Multi-criteria analysis: As output for the scenario level, 

the decision-maker choose the most performing solution or a 

set of possible alternative and sends information to citizens 

and rescuers if no exposure level result is acceptable, the 

process is iterated to evaluate new strategies on an updated set 

of data. 

Communication: an information layer lets to send 

information from frontiers and online respondents to integrate 

early warnings and instructions. The same should also enable 

the collaborative function for the monitoring phase. The 

system requires an online communication protocol to be fixed 

not to overcome bias or errors; all the data gathered by 

nonexperts will be matched with data from police and expert 

users to let analysts filter outliers, as a matter of fact filtering 

non authoritative suppliers it’s a preliminary operation. 

In Figure 3, the structure of the proposed DSS, pointing out 

the inter-dependencies for such a complex system is reported. 

Resuming at the basis of our concept, we have a Repository 

level that based on an external communication from sensors 

and collaborative sources both form authoritative non and an 

archive of past events and damage occurred; a layout level 

both integrated with a solver that operates on an ongoing and 

updated scenario level. Under the assumption that different 

decision-makers will collaborate on the same emergency for 

each one of them a Task section will be created to contribute 

to the solution. 

The possibility to work on dynamic scenarios and real-time, 

also involving rescuers and evacuees through the 

communication systems, data will enable the possibility for the 

statistical analysis between the forecasted and the experienced 

behaviour. The comparison of the forecasted vs experienced 

data will be carried out utilizing statistical analysis to verify 

the capacity of the TSM to simulate destination and route 

choice during a ‘real’ evacuation. This further validation will 

be part of the process to help municipalities to draw up 

efficient planning solutions during different kinds of 

emergencies. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Blocks of the proposed DSS 

4.2 Discussion  
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In emergency conditions, road safety requires the study of 

numerous variables, often characterized by high uncertainty. 

Thus, transport must be rethought as an integrated and 

dynamic system in which information management and 

control operate simultaneously to optimize mobility in line 

with the ITS introduction by Directive 2010/40/EU. The 

introduction of long and short-range sensors (even not 

explicitly designed to evaluate road conditions and control), 

floating car data and satellites will enable intelligent traffic 

management. Thus, analysts can use dynamic lane solutions to 

increase capacity and operational reliability, suggesting speed, 

modifying density pro lane, rerouting evacuees and delaying 

platoons, thus minimizing the economic and environmental 

impacts. 

The integration of open data and multiple sources of 

information, including VGI and nonauthoritative data, offers 

the opportunity to know evacuees’ locations and the local 

conditions of the infrastructures. Furthermore, the information 

flow through mobile devices and web applications let the 

administrations increase the evacuees’ consciousness and let 

them know what to do (e.g., which destination to reach, which 

path to undertake), modifying evacuees’ performance 

concerning a pre-ordered plan or scenario without ICT. 

Nowadays, most mobile users have an active broadband 

subscription and might be able to send messages and perform 

tasks, such as sourcing in creating real-time disaster-info-map. 

The validation process will follow the so-called crowd-

sourcing validation techniques and the occurrence of the same 

pattern in the stream to verify the quality of the information. 

Anyway, volunteers are not necessarily experts and so produce 

nonspecific information causing poor quality or false 

information connected to data gathering protocols, thus 

affecting also the interpretation of the monitor system. By this 

way maybe the recourse to artificial intelligence instead of a 

subjective perspective might reduce misinterpretation. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Risk management in emergency conditions involves the 

mobilization of people and vehicles; thus these scenarios are 

not comparable with normal flow conditions. The objective in 

limiting the societal risk may imply the reduction of 

evacuation times, the elimination of queue phenomena, the 

rationalization of costs and resources to be used. Depending 

on the nature of the event; the lack of capacity would be 

endogenous or exogenous and it is evident that static 

approaches or the simulation of preordained scenarios do not 

fully capture the real dynamics linked to these critical 

phenomena. Thus, to improve resilience and maintain active 

the supply chains, public administrators have chosen to adopt 

DSS as an instrument to manage emergencies. Providing these 

services requires that adequate prevention measures and 

actions are taken upstream also in the planning process, taking 

into account the possible network crisis and considering 

mobility alternatives both in terms of path and modal choice. 

This paper highlighted the strengths and drawbacks of the 

developed SDSS and their application into EDM; it focused on 

the opportunity to create a mobile collaborative system whose 

structure is composed of three main layers based on advanced 

information, communication and traditional TSM simulation 

tools. The collaborative collecting system, interfaced with a 

GIS, lets the analysts have a more comprehensive knowledge 

of the environment, the critical infrastructures and the road 

network conditions. The scenery level fed by the repository 

level and in connection with the mathematical solver lets the 

system to evaluate step by step the ongoing process. The 

communication systems interfacing with mobile devices help 

to know the exact locations of rescuers and evacuees. 

Moreover, the idea to develop a more general structure which 

not focus on pre-ordered conditions or fixed disaster types will 

introduce the possibility of customizing the DSS for different 

municipalities. The opportunity to develop such a tool resides 

in the possibility to enhance a unique platform for different 

stakeholders who choose in a participatory manner to share 

ordinary information embracing the concept of a smart city. 

From the citizens’ perspective, the ICT system gives 

positive economic impacts to the community by reducing risk 

and increasing social knowledge, with no additional costs. 

Moreover, the system will provide public administration with 

the possibility to organize several trials with the social 

associations, using the ICT system as reference managing. The 

data obtained by testing experiences are beneficial for 

calculating statistics and forecasting through regressive 

statistical models better to organize the functioning of systems 

for subsequent emergencies. limitations to the collaborative 

system approach might be caused by bias on the suppliers, no 

coverage in the area or simply users might be involved in other 

activities and panic. Moreover, it is unclear which could be the 

case by case the statistical coverage that will get the 

significance on hazard and an on-route path dynamic map; 

anyway, the complexity of these questions overcomes the 

present goal. 
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